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ABSTRACT

The International Space Station is currently in an advanced state of construction. 
The possibility of conducting in the Space environment longer term experiments than 
previously possible is becoming a reality, but there are several obstacles in this 
approach, some purely based on the availability of suitable hardware, some more 
technical. To eliminate some of them and make possible investigations using one of the 
more important model systems, Drosophila melanogaster, we have explored the 
possibility of modifying the current techniques of growth, preparation and fixation of 
Drosophila melanogaster, taking into account the requirements and the constraints of a 
long-term space mission. This will allow to establish how the different processes taking 
place during development actually proceed in space environment and to monitor the 
adaptation and changes that the organisms may experience during many generations.
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INTRODUCTION

Many data on the response of animal organisms, tissues and cells to the space 
environment have been obtained in the last decades, taking advantage of the space 
Shuttle, the orbital MIR station, sounding rockets and parabolic flights (REF). The 
availability of more advanced biological laboratories in the International Space Station 
(ISS) will allow to get more insight about the influence of gravity under cell processes 
and organism evolution. Particularly, long-term experiments will give the opportunity to 
study the adaptation of living organisms to this alien environment, preparing the 
manned long-distance space exploration.

Our group has been involved in the study of this problems since more than a 
decade ago using as experimental system Drosophila melanogaster, an organism often 
used in the earlier history of space research (REF). These earlier experiments 
established the compatibility of Drosophila with the constraints and stresses of space 
travel. More recently, we have shown that adults exposed to microgravity markedly 
increase their motility, a behavioral response that have been consistently observed 
(Benguria et al., 1997, Miller and Keller, 2000). Possibly related to this change in 
behavior, their life-spans on the ground are shortened after their recovery from space 
(Marco et al. 1996). The involvement of mitochondrial metabolism is suggested by the 
great decrease in mitochondrial 16S ribosomal RNA in flies exposed to microgravity 
(REF).

In another hand, we have repeatedly confirmed that the overall embryonic 
development in space produces normal flies. The development of Drosophila in space is 
quantitatively and qualitatively normal, at least when one looks to the final product, the 
developed larva and adult fruit fly, and at least during short-term experiments which 
allowed only one generation developed in Space (Marco et al, 1986, Marco et al, 1992, 
Marco et al, 1996). Similar results were obtained in a wide variety of models systems, 
from invertebrates to vertebrates, such as the arthropod Carausius morosus (Marco et 
al, 1994), sea urchin (Marthy et al, ), the japanese fish medaka (Ijiri, 1995), the 
amphibians Xenopus laevis (Ubbels et al, Souza et al, 1995) and Pleurodeles waltl
(Duprat et al., Husson et al.). Thus, the complex process of development integrating all 
cellular processes, such as cell proliferation, cell communication and signal 
transduction, cellular and tissular differentiation, appears to be normal in space, while 
the same processes studied in simpler systems seem to be affected. (REF). Indeed, there 
is a large body of data indicating that in isolated cells and tissue cultures, eucaryotic 
cells sense the absence of gravity and change their cytoskeletal networks and signal 
transduction response, two major players in the process of embryogenesis. Nevertheless, 
in the case of the whole organism, development can apparently proceed unimpaired in 
space.

Until now, very few experiments have study the cellular events themselves 
during development process due to the problems involved in the successful fixation of 
these complex organisms during the Space flights. In some cases, morphological details 
of intermediate structures during development point out abnormalities in cell 
proliferation, such as a thicker blastocoel roof during early Xenopus laevis development 
in Microgravity (Souza et al, 1995, Ubbels et al). Similar conclusions have been 
obtained with another amphibian, Pleurodoles waltl (Duprat 1998, Husson 1998). In 
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this case, anomalies were detected in the early phases of cleavage and neurulation but 
the majority of the embryos achieved a normal differentiation and morphogenesis. As a 
general observation, the reported changes in the developmental process of amphibians 
indicate that they can be compensated at later stages, leading to the production of 
normal larvae and adults. 

To get a better understanding on the adaptation or lack of adaptation of the 
complex living organism to space, we are preparing experiments to monitor the 
phenotypic, genotypic and behavior modifications that Drosophila will undergo in 
space environment. Since Drosophila has a generation time of about 12 to 15 days from 
adult to adult, it is possible in a short-term period to obtain many generations of flies. 
Taking advantage of the availability of new experimental facilities with the ISS, we will 
have soon the opportunity to study how long-term exposure to the Space environment 
affects these processes. We are preparing experiments in which Drosophila will be 
cultured during several months, until one to two years in Space (24 to 48 generations).

There are several obstacles in this approach, some purely based on the 
availability of suitable hardware, some more technical. Particular constraints related to 
an ISS mission have to be taken into account since many experimental requirements are 
strongly limited, as energy, room and crew-time availability. Sample exchange and 
equipment refurbishment will take place every three months, when a Shuttle Flight will 
visit the Space Station. This is the time frame that we have to comply with. 
Consequently, any experiment in the ISS require the development of specific 
methodologies and equipment. We have developed specific devices allowing to perform 
experiments in the Biolab facility with small invertebrates in respect with all the 
constraints (REF paper A). The Experimental Support Equipment Item 1 (ESE–1) of 
ESA is an automated culture system for multigenerational experiments with insects. 
Based on a concept that maximizes automatization, ESE-1 will allow the culture in 
space of many generations of fruit flies with minimal participation of the crew. 
Additionally, we have designed others devices adapted to in-flight embryo observation, 
preparation as fixation or preservation and storage for post-flight analysis. In another 
hand, we have explored the possibility of modifying the current techniques of growth, 
preparation and fixation of Drosophila melanogaster, taking into account the 
requirements and the constraints of a long-term space mission in ISS. the present paper 
describes the modifications in basic handling techniques we have developed to prepare, 
fix or preserve, and store samples, giving the opportunity to study the adaptation of 
Drosophila to space environment in terms of development, at the level of phenotypic, 
cellular and genetic analysis.

RESULTS

Embryos chemical fixation and storage for morphological and specific staining 
post-flight analysis.

Drosophila melanogaster embryos are impermeabilized by two protective 
membranes, namely the chorion and the vitelin membrane, making impossible any fluid 
penetration for fixation. On another hand it is necessary to resolve the problem of the 
storage of the samples during several month until the post-flight sample analysis. 
Removing the chorion is easily obtained by short-time of bleach treatment. Removing 
vitelin membrane is more difficult. Indeed, the classic protocols appear too complex for 
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its application in space condition, in term of crew activity and hardware conception. 
Consequently, we have developed a new method based on the permeabilisation for 
cryopreservation (ref Steponkus et al Cadwell et al.). The methodology using 
isopropanol and hexane treatment, followed by a chemical fixation (PFA), allows only a 
partial permeabilisation since we have obtained positive DAPI detection (nuclear 
staining), but negative immunocytochemical detection after few weeks of storage in PBS 
or methanol. Satisfactory results are obtained with Neofix fixation, methanol storage 
a n d  a  p o s t-flight treatment based on heptan and methanol action before 
immunodetection. With this method of permeabilisation, fixation and storage, we obtain 
good morphological conservation and positive immunodetection after more than 3 
month of post-fixation storage at 4°C. Storage of the fixed sample at ambient 
temperature allows only few weeks of conservation. In these conditions of experiments, 
the procedure can be achieved automatically in a hermetically sealed chamber coupled 
with a system of fluid injection. 

FIGURE 1

External light microscopic view of embryos fixed and stored 3 months in metanol at 4C 
as described before. Neuronal cells are detected with ELAV antibody (cf materials and 
methods). The embryos are well conserved at the level of morphology. The 
immunodetection with ELAV is positive and intense

Embryos stage X (x hours)
a-p : anterior-posterior axis
d-v : dorso-ventral axis
VNS= Ventral Nervous System

Using PFA as fixative the methanol conservation of embryos can be extended 
more than 5 months without much loss of details. NEOFIX© Protocol can be used in the 
ISS, and the ELAV antibody can detect the Central Nervous System at least after 16 
weeks of conservation methanol (see fig.2), but at 4ºC. Room Temperature causes a 
significant loss of signal.

Just in the same way we used anti-TM (monoclonal) & anti-TnT (polyclonal) 
antibodies for detection of the Muscular system in Drosophila embryos conserved in 
methanol for ten weeks at 4ºC. In the case of TM the inmunosignal is weak using either 
PFA or NEOFIX©  in fixation. In the case of TnT antibody, the inmuno signal is more 
or less the same in the three experimental conditions (see fig.3). Thus, the success of 
long term-delayed inmunocytochemistry is very much antibody dependent (see table I)
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at 4ºC in Methanol at RT in Methanol
PFA T=0 Neo T=0 PFA T=10 Neo T=10 PFA T=14 Neo T=14

ELAV +++ ++ +++ ++ ++ +/-
Tm +++ + +
TnT +++ +++ +++
Table I. Efficiency of embryo preservation at different temperatures, with PFA or with 

Neofix methodology after several weeks in methanol.

Morphology preservation.

As we shown before the NEOFIX© protocol used to return us a weaker and 
more diffuse inmunosignal than PFA fixation. These results suggested a less than 
optimal level of morphological preservation. We used the same embryo fixation 
protocols followed by rehydration and LR White Resin inclusion after 3,5 months in 
methanol. In fig.4 we can see a comparasion between a NEOFIX© fixed embryo and a 
PFA fixed one in phase-contrast microscopy (2m section). 

Morphology is acceptable no matter the protocol used when studied at the 
optical microscopy level, but not surprisingly due to the use of alcohol based-fixatives, 
the preservation at the electron microscopical level is poor. One has to be reminded 
that getting good electron microscopical images from Drosophila embryos requires the 
utilization of strong fixation procedures using high concentrations of aldehydes and 
osmic tetroxide (Ashburner 1989), procedures difficult to adapt to the Space conditions 
and possibly incompatible with immunocytochemistry. Electron microscopical 
observation of Drosophila larval and imagoes tissues require dissection of the 
specimens and fixation of the isolated organs, again a procedure difficult to adapt to the 
Space conditions. In fact, if one examines the huge Drosophila literature, not many 
studies using electron microscopical approaches will be found.

Embryo and adult non-chemical fixation for genetic expression study.

A specific method was developed to the maintenance of the sample unaltered 
molecular composition, both at the protein and at the nucleic acid level, during 
periods of up to 3 months with minimal energy, storage room and crew-time 
involvement.

We are using a method based on the dehydration of the samples. The procedure 
works well with cold acetone (twenty degrees above zero) as the preservation of 
ribosomal RNAs is extremely good and quantitative. To minimize energy consumption 
and crew manipulation, we have tested simplification of the procedure and different 
temperature of preservation. The results show a good conservation of the RNA at four 
degrees for very long-term storage, and at room temperature for short-term storage.

In fig.5 we show that the conservation of rRNA at  –20ºC and 4ºC is almost 
perfect during at least one month (data not shown). rRNA is preserved after seven 
months in acetone at 4ºC or RT (amount reduced 2 fold). RT-PCRs were performed with 
muscular TnC, TnT and TnI probes and normalized extracted RNA amount (2g). All 
expected bands appear, revealing the differential isoforms pattern for embryos and for 
adults.  
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Similar conclusions have been obtained for Protein preservation (figure 6).

Morphology 
preservation

Inmuno 
Intensity

RNA 
extraction

RT-PCR Protein 
extraction

Standard Protocol (hours) +++ +++/90% +++/100% +++/100% +++/100%
Adapted Protocol (months) ++ ++/30% ++/50% ++/100% ++/30%

Table II. Summary of our results

DISCUSSION / CONCLUSION

In addition to clarify the mechanisms involved in the effects of space 
environment on behavior, development and cells functions earlier observe, the 
availability of ISS opens the way for the long-term cultivation of certain model system 
during many generations in space. For the first time, it seems possible to study the effect 
of space on complex organism in term of evolution. Such studies are linked to the 
development of effective life support system necessary for the long maintenance of 
living organisms outside the earth and the challenge of long-distance man space 
exploration.

To prepare these experiments, we have developed specific devices for 
Drosophila multigeneration adapted to the Biolab Experiment Container facilities of the 
ISS (REF paperA). These hardwares require very simple procedures, based on a system 
of fluid injection and as automatic as posible In the other hand, we have designed 
specific methods for a) in vivo embryo development observation during the space flight 
b) embryo permeabilisation, fixation and storage until post flight analysis c) adult and 
embryo fixation for genetic expression analysis. All the methods designed are in 
accordance with the space requirements. Energy used is very limited as experiments can 
be performed at ambient temperature (18-25°C), and any storage is possible at 4°C. 
Samples are recovered without quality lost after more than 4 months storage.

a) In vivo : GFP methods
The current power of the molecular methodology made possible to visualize in vivo the 
switching on of defined genes. The method employs chimeric DNA molecules where 
the promoter sequences of one of these marker genes is coupled to a so-called reporter 
gene. The green fluorescent protein (GFP) from the cnidarian Aequorea victoria is 
capable of producing fluorescence without an exogenously added substrate (Amsterdam 
et al, 1995). It can be visualized in vivo in many organisms, including Drosophila
embryos and even adults (Yeh et al,1995, Barthmaier & Fyrberg, 1995). The actual 
number of genes whose cell expression can be monitored is very large. Since the events 
found altered in Microgravity are cellular related events, related to the mechanisms of 
proliferation, signal transduction and/or cytoskeletal organization, we will concentrate 
on events and genes that are expressed after blastoderm cellularization.

b) The basic handling technique of permeabiliation used is based on the embryo 
drying with isopropanol, increasing hexan permeabilisation efficacity (Steponkus et al). 
We are using a simplification of this method, followed by fixation Neofix, an alcool 
fixative classify as no-toxic product. We never obtain as good results with others 
fixatives as Neofix (PFA, Kryofix, Histochoice…). If embryos are stored in methanol 
after fixation, their are recovered in a morphological good-state, meaning that fixation 
was correctly done. Nevertheless, positive immunodectection require a post flight 
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stronger permeabilisation with heptan and methanol, leading to think that the first 
permeabilisation allowing fixation was too light for antibody access.

c) Preservation of living samples is another question, since this is a problem that 
has not yet successfully solved in ground laboratories. More practical work should be 
invested in the future in order to solve this problem in a way that can be adapted to 
Space. So far, the possibility of slowing down the developmental process in Drosophila 
by maintenance at 12 ºC has been the only simple and successful way to keep them 
alive for at least one month and a half (two months seem possible). This delay is still 
too short for the ISS current foreseen refurbishing missions (every 3 months). Thus, we 
are now looking into the effects of exposing the embryos and larvae to 10°C and to 
select animal less susceptible to the deleterious effects of low temperature. Other 
approaches have to be tried. 

Most multi-cellular organisms have problems of accessibility and the solutions 
we are implementing in the case of Drosophila may offer some clue of how to approach 
similar situations with other model systems. 

The study of the long term adaptation of Drosophila to space environment will 
allow to get more insight into the cell processes taking place during development and 
known to be disturbed in microgravity. Through monitoring specific steps during 
Drosophila development in Space, we will establish whether the different processes 
taking place during early development such as cell proliferation and movement, as well 
as cell differentiation, actually proceed qualitatively and quantitatively. For this 
purpose, in addition to observing in vivo how the embryos actually develop, we will 
monitor the actual timing and spatial patterns of accumulation of different gene markers 
as well as by studying them after post-flight recovery of on-flight fixed embryos. The 
analysis will cover genomic stability, levels of gene expression and bidimensional gel 
electrophoresis to identify possible changes in protein profiles. Data will combine 
microarray and proteomic investigations. All the studies will be done in parallel with 
wild type and mutants strains for different life span and geotaxic response, with 1g in-
flight samples and on-ground controls. This project includes different experiments, 
progressively more complex, starting from shorter to longer Drosophila culture periods 
in space. The next step of preparation would consist to test the complete experiment 
with its hardware in specific ground facilities, as hypergravity (centrifuge), random 
position machine (3D clinostat) and eventually magnetic levitation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Drosophila Flies, embryos

Permeabilisation
Embryos are dechorionated with Bleach 50% during 2 minutes and rinsed.
Dechorionated embryos are treated permeabilised with Isop (30") and Hexane (1'), fixed 
with Neofix (10'), rinsed in metanol (3x5') and stored at 4°C.

Immuno Elav detection
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Embryos revored from 4°C in metanol are rinsed in PBT, full permeabilised with 
Heptan-PBT mix 30 minutes and Metanol-heptan with strong hand agitation during 15".
Embryos in metanol are rinsed in PBT and endogenous peroxydase is blocked with 
H2O2 20 minutes.
Elav rat supernatante 1/200, BSA1%, overnight at 4°C
Mouse anti Rat peroxydase 1/2000, BSA 1%, 3h at TA
DAB revelation 0,5mg/ml, H2O2 0.03%

Acetona
Adults are introduced in 7ml of Pure acetone with 0,6g SO4Na at temperature chosen. 
Embryo with or without chorion are introduced in Acetona

2.3 Inmunocytochemistry
We used three antibodies, ELAV, anti-tropomyosin(-Tm-144) and anti-

troponinT(-TnT generated in our group), and a second peroxidase-coupled antibody 
for immunodetection using DAB (diamino- bencidine) and H2O2.
2.4 Phase-contrast microscopy

After post-flight fixation embryos are progressively rehydrated and treated with 
LR White Resin[4]. Embryos are stored at –20ºC and 2m sections are obtained.
2.5 RNA extraction and RT-PCRs

RNA was extracted from samples (conserved in dehydrated acetone solution at 
different temperatures) using a TRIZOL© commercial protocol and RT-PCRs were 
performed with several muscular gene probes and normalized RNA amount (2g) with 
a 55ºC hybridization temperature in 35 PCR cycles.
2.6 Protein extraction and Western Blot

Proteins were extracted from samples (conserved in dehydrated acetone solution 
at different temperatures) by females or embryos homogenization on York Buffer, 
centrifugatio. Pellet was raised in 4M Urea pH 7.5 medium and centrifuged again. In 
solvent we find most of muscular proteins and this is the fraction we used to developt 
the SDS-PAGE and Western Blot (Maniatis et al) with a Troponin I and Troponin T 
policlonal antibodies generated in our lab.
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Figure 2: CNS Immunodetection 

with ELAV antibody & DAB

In the upper figure we show different

immunocytochemistry experiments with two different

protocols (described in the legend of figure 3). Pictures

have been taken in an Optical Microscope at 10x

magnification. We used the ELAV antibody for

immunodetection of the Central Nervous system in

Drosophila. Using PFA as fixative the methanol

conservation can be extended more than 5 months,

losing only a bit of details. The NEOFIX© Protocol can

be used in the ISS, and can detect the CNS at least after

16 weeks of conservation in methanol, but at 4ºC. Room

Temperature conservation leads to a loss of most of the

signal. NEOFIX© fixation does not give as good images

than the PFA protocol, also in the inmediately processed

control experiment.

The right side pannel shows one embryo

fixed with NEOFIX© and conserved 16 weeks in

methanol, and then post-fixed with heptan and methanol

in three different dorso-ventral positions in an Optical

Microscope at 20x magnification.

Embryos Conserved in Methanol for...



Figure 3: Muscular Inmunodetection
Following the same protocol as in figure 4, we used an anti-Tropomyosin & anti-

Troponin T antibodies for immunodetection of the Muscular system in Drosophila embryos

conserved in methanol stored ten weeks at 4ºC. In the case of tropomyosin the inmuno signal is weak

using either PFA or NEOFIX© in fixation. In the case of the TnT antibody the inmuno signal is

more or less the same in the three experiments (Stained embryos in the lower panel were fixed with

the NEOFIX© adapted protocol). These results suggest different responses for each antibody in the

susccess of months-delayed inmunocytochemistry. Pictures have been taken in an Optical

Microscope at 10x magnification, except the two in the bottom pannel (20x).



Figure 4: Morphology preservation
NEOFIX© protocol usually gives a weaker and more spread inmuno signal than

PFA fixation. We used the same protocols followed by rehidratation & LR White Resin absortion

(Newman et al, 1987) after 3,5 months in methanol. Slides of 2mm thickness have been observed in

a phase-contrast microscope. In the upper figure we can see a picture of an embryo fixed with PFA

and other with NEOFIX© with two zoomed images. In appearence embryos morphology is

preserved in the same way independently of the protocol used. We are waiting for electron

microscopy results to confirm or not this conclusion at the embryo ultraestructural level.
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Figure 5: Molecular Preservation.

RNA measurements after 7 months.

Apart from cytological experiments we are interested in extending our studies to Molecular 

Biology. Samples of embryos and adults have been conserved in dehydrated acetone. At –20ºC and 

4ºC conservation of rRNA is almost perfect during at least one month (data not shown). In the 

upper figure we show that rRNA is preserved after seven months in acetone at 4ºC or RT (amount 

reduced ≃2 fold). RT-PCRs were performed with muscular TnC, TnT and TnI probes and 

normalized extracted RNA amount (2mg). All expected bands appear, revealing the differential 

isoforms pattern for embryos and for adults.  We are developing techniques for the simultaneous 

extraction of proteins and RNA applicable to  smaller quantities of material. Bidimensional 

electrophoresis techniques are available and have been optimized in our laboratory.



SDS-PAGE TnI & TnT Western Blot 

Figure 6: Molecular Preservation. Proteins after 8 months.

Samples of embryos and adults have been conserved in dehydrated acetone. In the

upper figure we show that proteins are almost preserved after eight months in acetone at 4ºC or –

20ºC (amount reduced several folds). Proteins at RT have been almost completely degradated as

shown the TnT & TnI Western Blot experiment. We are developing techniques for the

simultaneous extraction of proteins and RNA applicable to smaller quantities of material.

Bidimensional electrophoresis techniques are available and have been optimized in our laboratory.

(Techniques: Protein Extracction with York Buffer & Urea 4M Buffer)

Classic Protocol DT=Hours

Adapted Protocol DT=Months 

Immuno.

intensity

+++/90%

++/30%

Morphology

preservation

+++

++

RNA 

extraction

+++/100%

++/50%

RT-PCR

+++/100%

++/100%

Protein

Extraction

+++/100%

++/30%

Figure 10: Relative suscess of the adapted protocols.
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